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The Andaz Cinema is a modern multiplex multiplex of the 100+ cineplexes in India, which is a
captive auditorium complex. It has a seating capacity of 5,000 people. The Andaz is owned by

Topgear Limited, owned by the British firm ILM Capita, and is operated by Odeon Cinemas Ltd, one
of the largest cinema chain companies in India. The Andaz opened its doors on the 22nd of

September, 2007.[2] India's first multiplex cinema in 5,000 seats opened with The Amazing Spider-
Man on May 1, 2007.[3] Contents The Andaz Cinema has a sprawling auditorium with a seating
capacity of 5,000 people, making it one of the largest multi-screen complexes in the country.

Spread over five floors, each floor has three screens. With 84 inches wide seats, the Andaz Cinema
are the largest seats in the industry. The Andaz Cinema has a design and architecture that

emphasizes its five screen layout and three. The space is a three-acre setup, with the open space
being covered with glass[4] and the cinema itself a box of steel construction. The cinema has a

seating capacity of 5,000 people, which makes it one of the largest multiplex complexes in India.
The exterior of the cinema is made of gold-colored glazed tiles, which was also an element in the
Star Cinema. The giant screens themselves are made of film. The interior of the cinema is another
steel structure. Much of the seating is in the five-story multi-screening space; there are two and

three-tier individual seating, with about 30 or more seats on each tier. Much of the seating is also
scattered throughout three-floor above-ground and two-floor underground lobbies. The Andaz has
been the pioneer of providing the Metro and Metro Plus facility in the industry. In this there are six
screener rooms: D, E, F, G, H and I. Each of these has a screen with the music up or down a bit for

the particular viewing. The international design is given top priority in this modern multiplex
cinema. In addition, there are three big screen halls with 25, 40 and 70 inches. "L'Audio-D'or" is
available for a first-time experience. The speakers are installed in the upper and lower wooden

frames. The Andaz Cinema is air conditioned 6d1f23a050
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